vations conducted. The 48-inch Schmidt at Pal
ricted to photographic observations and is not

sides to achieve th

mirror configuration

. Wilson, hut the lights from the Los Angeles

-

v. As a result. the 200-inch was often beine used in
experiments where its great light-gathering capabili
wasn't really needed. Finally, observing time on the f
existing Hale Observatories telescopes was in such
deman d that requests for their use exceeded availabl
time b:y 50 percent or more.
". "
One ot the first major telescopes to operate wit
computer, the new 60-inch combines the maneu

with a limit of 23rd magnitude for the 200-inch
The source of the higher performance capacity i
unusual optical system of six mirrors and a correc
lens. The system permits effective focal lengths of
inches and 1,800 inches at the two operating focus
h e telcsciipc-the Cassegrain and the coudi-even
hoiigh the actual length of the tube iq onlv I50 inches.
Much of the photometric and photographic work will
. rocus.
,
, sveciromeirv
. wu.*,
e done at me Lassemam
wnne
be done at the coude. By means of a simple mechanical
procedure, the observer can change mirrors and select
the desired focal length,
eighing 19% tons, the
e-story circular obse
0-inch telescope facili
an observing space; an extended coudt? room (where ligh
san be spectroscopically analyzed); a combination offici
library, and photographic plate assessment room; dark

.

fi

.

rvice facilities. The dome is insulated to minimize
nperature changes, and work rooms below th
nervation floor are air-conditioned.
. .

an four years ago when the Coming Glass Work
dford, Pennsylvania, cast a mirror blank of fuse
a 61 inches in diameter. The 2,000-pound mirro
k is 1'0V2 inches thick on the outside by 9 inches

dge of the field

iraicrmis ana consiruct~onor me telescope itse

